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SENSOR TEST PROCEDURE
For many OEM and general temperature control
applications it is sometimes desirable to test
sensors before being placed into service, or to
conduct routine checking while they are in service.
Accordingly, recommended procedures are
presented to allow easy checking with commonly
available equipment. However, prior to testing, it
is important to understand what indications an
actual IRt/c failure might cause.
Factory Calibration
The pre-calibrated IRt/c sensors (models without
the “A” suffix that indicates user adjustability) are
calibrated under conditions that optimize
performance in actual use: target emissivity =
0.9 (a good general value for non-metals), and
ambient temperature elevated to approximately
1/4 of the elevation of target temperature above
room temperature (accurately simulates the
effect of reflected energy). Since this type of test
would require specialized devices, the procedures
outlined have test standards that are slightly
different, since they use blackbodies, or test
surfaces/ambients whose properties vary to some
extent.
What to Look For When Testing
Open Circuit: An open circuit (resistance > 15 KΩ)
indicates a broken wire, and open circuit detection
systems will perform normally to detect it.
No Response to Thermal Radiation: Sensor reads
ambient temperature accurately, but does not
respond when pointed at a hot target. This fault is
similar to a short circuit with an ordinary
thermocouple, in that the circuit is complete,
but is measuring the ambient temperature at the

short, and not at the measuring junction. For the
IRt/c, this fault is the same as if the sensor were
covered with foil, thus blinding it.
Sensor Reads Low: There are only two ways an
IRt/c can shift after factory calibration: the lens
becomes dirty; or the sensor loses its hermetically
sealed Xenon gas.
•

If the lens becomes dirty, the signal loss is
directly proportional to the amount of dirt on
the lens. Infrared energy is a form of light and
therefore the situation is similar to ordinary
window glass becoming dirty and blocking out
sunshine. If considerably dirty before cleaning,
the window will let more light through after
cleaning, thus increasing the signal. If it was
already clean, additional cleaning doesn’t let
any more light through, and the signal remains
the same.

•

If the durable IRt/c hermetic seal somehow
fails, the Xenon gas will immediately escape.
For even a small leak, the Xenon will escape
quickly, within seconds. It is a “fail-safe”
design. The Xenon gas will not leak gradually.
If this occurs, the mV output sensitivity will
immediately drop to approximately 50% or
less of normal signal. For example, if a type
K-180F/90C sensor looks at a high emissivity
212°F (100°C) surface and reads correctly on a
thermocouple meter, or gives you 3.3 mV on a
DVM, then the sensor is within specifications.
If the signal is only approximately 1.7 mV, or
reads in the neighborhood of 140°F (60°C) with
a thermocouple meter (and the lens is clean),
the fail-safe gas seal has been compromised.
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SENSOR TEST PROCEDURE
•

The fail-safe feature is quite important, since
a breach of the sensor gas seal would permit
contaminants to enter the sensitive detection
system and cause unpredictable drift.

Conducting Pass/Fail Testing
For your convenience, 212°F (100°C) is
recommended as a test target temperature,
even though it might be outside the 2% linear
range of the IRt/c being tested, since the strict
repeatability of the IRt/c permits it to be tested
at any temperature within its specified range.
A digital volt meter (DVM) with at least 0.1
mV resolution is recommended instead of a
thermocouple readout, since the DVM will be
faster, and will not generate a leakage current
that can cause readings to vary from sensor to
sensor due to resistance variations. An electronic
ice point reference is desirable, but not necessary
for pass/fail testing.
Procedure
Make sure the sensor window is clean. If it is not,
then clean with a mild solvent such as alcohol and
wipe dry. Clip the DVM test leads to the IRt/c and
point at the target, bringing the IRt/c as close as
possible to be sure that the IRt/c sees only the

target, taking care that the clip lead connections
(the effective cold junctions) remain at room
temperature. Immediately read the DVM for the
correct reading. For details of test set-up for the
boiling water, see Tech Note No. 75.
In-Service Inspection Methods
Measure the surface temperature of the target
(with the target at normal operating temperature)
with a Microscanner DX-Series infrared
thermometer. Make note of the temperature.
Check the IRt/c display device and make sure the
reading reproduces the original value that was
obtained at installation calibration. If the IRt/c
reading is incorrect, clean the lens with a cotton
swab and alcohol (or similar cleaner) and recheck
the display. If the reading is significantly lower,
the fail-safe Xenon charge has esca ped, indicating
that the sensor should be replaced.
Calibration Values
For specifications for the mV signals that should
be obtained for the test conditions obtained
above, for any given model IRt/c, please
fill in the data below, and mail to Exergen:
info@exergenglobal.com. The specifications will
be return mailed to you.
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Test-procedure for IRt/c-sensor
5 kΩ

CONTROLLER
t/c wire

Noise when machine running.

TEST 1

CONTROLLER
5 kΩ

TEST 2

5 kΩ

CONTROLLER
t/c wire

TEST 3

CONTROLLER
t/c wire

Noise when machine running?
Yes : Problem in CONTROLLER.
No : Problem in cable or sensor pick up ? TEST 2.

Noise when machine running?
Yes : Noise pick up by cable ? secure mechanically cover with shield.
No : Noise pick up in sensor head ? TEST 3.

Noise when machine running?
Yes : Noise pick up by senosr head ? TEST 4.
No : Noise is real signal by target variations.

Cover optics with aluminum foil

TEST 4

CONTROLLER
t/c wire

Cover complete sensor head with aluminum foil

Noise when machine running?
Yes : Noise source intermittent.
Check machine/controller/power/gound system.
No : Strong EMC source near sensor: needs reduction.

After all steps complete:
• Reconnect mounting ground and check for noise. See Technote 82 page 9.
2.
Further:
1. Cable must be mounted fixed. If cable can move on vibration of the machine, extra noise will be generated. Also it is
better that the cable is not hooked:
2.

Cable must be unwound.

√

X

X

√

3.

Avoid cold junction.

Check Technotes 1 – 3 – 16 – 28 – 74.
For that go to http://www.exergen.com/industrial/irtc/technotes/index.htm#table_of_contents
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Test-procedure for Micro IRt/c-sensor
30 kΩ

CONTROLLER
t/c wire

Noise when machine running.

TEST 1

CONTROLLER
30 kΩ

TEST 2

30 kΩ

CONTROLLER
t/c wire

TEST 3

CONTROLLER
t/c wire

Noise when machine running?
Yes : Problem in CONTROLLER.
No : Problem in cable or sensor pick up ? TEST 2.

Noise when machine running?
Yes : Noise pick up by cable ? secure mechanically cover with shield.
No : Noise pick up in sensor head ? TEST 3.

Noise when machine running?
Yes : Noise pick up by senosr head ? TEST 4.
No : Noise is real signal by target variations.

Cover optics with aluminum foil

TEST 4

CONTROLLER
t/c wire

Cover complete sensor head with aluminum foil

Noise when machine running?
Yes : Noise source intermittent.
Check machine/controller/power/gound system.
No : Strong EMC source near sensor: needs reduction.

After all steps complete:
• Reconnect mounting ground and check for noise. See Technote 82 page 9.
2.
Further:
1. Cable must be mounted fixed. If cable can move on vibration of the machine, extra noise will be generated. Also it is
better that the cable is not hooked:
2.

Cable must be unwound.

√

X

X

√

3.

Avoid cold junction.

Check Technotes 1 – 3 – 16 – 28 – 74.
For that go to http://www.exergen.com/industrial/irtc/technotes/index.htm#table_of_contents
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QUICK INSTALLATION GUIDE PRE-CALIBRATED MODELS
All infrared-based sensing systems must be
calibrated for specific material surface properties
(for example, the amount of heat radiated from
the target surface, environmental heat reflections,
etc.). This calibration is performed by measuring
the target surface temperature with a reliable
independent surface temperature probe. The
easiest and fastest method of accurately calibrating
out these effects is to use an Exergen Microscanner
D-Series hand-held Infrared Thermometer with
a patented Automatic Emissivity Compensation
System, which gives a true reading regardless of
emissivity. Your Authorized IRt/c Distributor will
be pleased to make a D-Series available for your
installation. To calibrate Adjustable models (IRt/c.
xxA) see Tech Note No. 60.
The following procedure is recommended:
1. Install the IRt/c as close as practical to view
the target material to be measured.
2. Wire the IRt/c to the controller, PLC,
transmitter, etc. in standard fashion (including

ground shield as in Tech Note #82). As with
conventional thermocouples, red wire is
always (-).
3. Bring the process up to normal operating
temperature and measure the actual
temperature of the target material with the
Microscanner D-Series Infrared Thermometer.
4. Adjust “input offset,” “zero,” “low cal,”on the
readout device to match the Microscanner
reading. Installation Complete. (For OEM
installations preset the same adjustments.
Individual calibration is not required.)
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WHY OFFSETS ARE CAUSED BY LEAKAGE CURRENTS
Some thermocouple readout devices produce
leakage currents which can create offsets when
using an IRt/c. The current originates from two
sources within the device: leakage current actually
generated by the input amplifier, and leakage
current intentionally injected to the thermocouple
circuit to detect an open circuit due to wire breaks.
These currents are normally of no consequence
with conventional thermocouples with resistances
< 100 ohms. However, with the higher resistance
of the IRt/c (~ 3 Kohms), devices with high currents
will create offsets.

The offset calibration procedure presented in the
IRt/c Manual is recommended for field use. For
designers of readout devices, it is recommended
that both sources of leakage current be reduced to
10 nanoamps or less to minimize offset errors. For
recommendations on low offset readout devices
contact Exergen.

As an extreme example, a device producing 1
microamp of current will result in less than one
degree offset with an ordinary t/c with 10 ohms
resistance. That same device reading an IRt/c at 3
Kohms will produce an offset of the order of 100°F
(55°C). Most readout devices have considerably
smaller leakage currents and consequently
smaller offsets. As a general rule, the smaller the
offset the better, and readout devices should be
chosen accordingly if other factors are equal.
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IRT/C TROUBLE SHOOTING GUIDE
There are only three possible failure modes for
an IRt/c sensor. If an IRt/c sensor is installed and
does not function as expected the failure may
be due to something other than the sensor. It
is recommended that the sensor is checked out
for response after installation to ensure that it is
connected to the readout instrument properly.
This can be done simply by placing a hand or
a heat source in front of the sensor after it is
installed and making sure the reading changes
(this is still valid even if the temperature is well
below the calibration point). If the sensor gives a
reading very different from the expected reading:-

For more information regarding the calibration
testing of IRt/c sensors, see Tech Note #74. For
process control applications, the system can be
programmed to check the sensor circuit every
time it is powered up, see Tech Note #39. If a PLC
is used for process control, a sensor short will have
the same effect as a “Heater Burn Out Protection”
feature.

1. Check initial calibration. If the controller has
been changed, or the offset adjusted after the
sensor has been installed, the temperature
reading may be very different from the actual
temperature.
2. Check the sensor lens. If dirt has accumulated
on the lens over time, then the reading may
be lower than expected. Clean the lens using a
Q-tip and alcohol. The lens needs to be treated
gently, it can be easily scratched.
3. If the sensor reading does not change even
thought the target temperature is changing,
the sensor may be burnt out. Check the
impedance of the sensor, if the impedance is
>15kohm, then the sensor is probably burnt
out. If the impedance is <100ohm, then there
is a short in the thermocouple wire and the
temperature being measured is at the short.
4. If the temperature suddenly reads about half
of what it should, then the hermetic seal may
be compromised and the Xenon gas may have
escaped.
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GROUNDING AND SHIELDING FOR ELECTROSTATIC
PROTECTION AND NOISE SUPPRESSION
Applies to All Models With Stainless Steel Housing
All IRt/c models with stainless steel housing
are built with complete electrical shielding of
both the housing and cable, with the measuring
elements electrically isolated from the housing
(as in a conventionalungrounded thermocouple).
By adhering to standard good practice in
grounding and shielding techniques, IRt/c’s can
provide outstanding performance in the most
severe electrical environments commonly found
in production processes.
Q. When is attention to grounding and shielding
required?
A. If the IRt/c must operate in extreme
environments, employ long t/c cable runs, the
measuring system is utilizing the high speed
capability of the IRt/c,or if the process can generate
high static electricity fields. For most installations,
the built-in noise rejection characteristics of the
IRt/c are sufficient to insure good performance,
especially if the readout device is heavily filtered
with a long input time constant.
Q. Can I operate ungrounded?
A. Yes, but it is not recommended, especially in
applications where the process can generate high
static electricity fields. Examples are web processes
of all types, including printing, laminating, film
drying, etc. Without either the housing or shield
grounded to drain away the charge, a static charge
can build in the housing, which may eventually
discharge through the IRt/c sensing elements, and
can cause damage to the sensor.

signal input ground. Keep in mind that the housing
is connected to the cable shield, and if the housing
is electrically in contact with machinery at the
mounting point, that point will be a ground, and
the shield wire should not be connected at the
instrument end. For best possible performance,
electrically isolate the IRt/c at the mounting point
and ground the shield at a suitable ground on the
readout instrument.
Q. Can I ground the shield to the negative
(red) thermocouple lead instead of to a chassis
ground?
A. Yes, but test both alternatives in your application
and use the one that gives the cleanest signal. Be
sure that the housing is electrically isolated,
otherwise ground loop currents may cause errors.
Q. Should the extension cable be shielded?
A. As indicated above, if the installation requires
high speed performance, twisted shielded
extension cable and connectors with ground
straps should be
used throughout.
Aluminum foil is a
suitable material
to complete a
shield if their are
gaps in the shield
coverage.

Q. How do I use the shield correctly?
A. The most important rule is to be sure the shield
is grounded at only one point, preferably at the
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